HeliMag: A Magnetic-Based Robotic System for Targeted
Therapy using Helical Microrobots

HeliMag is a magnetic-based robotic system with applications towards targeted therapy and clearing of clogged blood
vessels. The system consists of two delta robots and two electromagnetic systems. These electromagnetic systems are
attached to the end-effectors of the delta robots.

Objective
In this work, HeliMag will be developed and fabricated.
In addition, control system will be design to control the
motion of the end-effector of the two delta robots and also
the magnetic fields generated using the electromagnetic
system (i.e., an omnidirectional electromagnet comprising
a spherical ferromagnetic core inside of three orthogonal
nested solenoids).
Tasks
• Development of the system shown in Fig. 1;
• Modeling and control of the system;
• Motion control of the delta robots;
• Control of the magnetic field that is generated using the
omnidirectional electromagnets;
• Synchronization of the magnetic fields generated using
the two omnidirectional electromagnets.
Materials
• Six DC motors for the 2 delta robots;
• Six linear slides to develop the delta robots;
• Spherical
magnets
electromagnets;
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• A magnetic field sensor and a finite element model;
• A feature tracking algorithm.
PREREQUISITES
Students are expected to have a working knowledge
of control theory, differential equations, linear systems,
statics, kinematic and dynamics.
Familiarity with
programming, especially with Matlab and C++.
OTHER NOTES
This project will involve a weekly meeting with the
instructors and progress reports have to be prepared. All
reports should be written in academic paper format.
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Figure 1.
HeliMag consists of twl delta robots and
two electromagnetic systems (omnidirectional electromagnets
comprising a spherical ferromagnetic core inside of three
orthogonal nested solenoids). The configuration of HeliMag is
open, and hence enables scaling to the size of in vivo applications.
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